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Abstract
Documents contain information that can be used for various applications, such as question answering (QA) system, information retrieval (IR) system, and recommendation system. To use the information, it is necessary to develop a method of extracting such information from the documents written in a form of natural language. There are several kinds of the information (e.g., temporal information, spatial information, semantic role information), where different kinds of information will be extracted with different methods. In this paper, the existing studies about the methods of extracting the temporal information are reported and several related issues are discussed. The issues are about the task boundary of the temporal information extraction, the history of the annotation languages and shared tasks, the research issues, the applications using the temporal information, and evaluation metrics. Although the history of the tasks of temporal information extraction is not long, there have been many studies that tried various methods. This paper gives which approach is known to be the better way of extracting a particular part of the temporal information, and also provides a future research direction.
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1. Introduction

Documents are used to deliver information to the readers. In the past, readers were human, but computers are becoming a new class of readers. Computers can collect information much faster than humans can, and are capable of storing much more information than humans are. To realize these strengths of computers, it is necessary to develop techniques for extracting information from documents. This is because such documents are usually unstructured text. The techniques can be thought of as converters that take unstructured texts as input and output the information in a particular format more favorable for computers. Due to the exponentially increasing number of unstructured documents available on the web and from other sources, developing such techniques is becoming more important.

Among the many aspects of extracting information from documents, the extraction of temporal information has recently drawn much attention. This is because documents usually contain temporal information that is useful for further application in such as knowledge base (KB) construction, information retrieval (IR) systems, and question answering (QA) systems. Given a simple question, “Who was the president of South Korea eight years ago?”, for example, a QA system may have difficulty finding
the right answer without correct temporal information about when the question was posed and what ‘8 years ago’ refers to.

In this paper, studies related to extraction of temporal information are discussed. The relevant studies are summarized in chronological order, and the history of the annotation languages and shared tasks is described. Answers to the following questions are provided in this paper.

- What is temporal information?
- Is there a structured way to describe the task boundary of the temporal information extraction?
- What is the history of the annotation languages?
- What is the history of related studies?
- Are there some shared tasks related to temporal information extraction?
- Which applications can benefit from temporal information?
- What are the research issues?
- How might a system of temporal information extraction be evaluated?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the definition of temporal information, and describes how to represent temporal information. It also gives the definition of the task of temporal information extraction. Section 3 introduces the task boundary of temporal information extraction, and Section 4 gives the history of the annotation languages and shared tasks. Section 5 provides the history of related studies in chronological order, and in Section 6, the research issues are discussed. Some metrics are provided in Section 7, which could be used to evaluate a system of temporal information extraction, along with some issues related to the evaluation process. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Temporal Information

2.1 What Is Temporal Information?

Information can be defined as data endowed with meaning and purpose [1]. Information is inferred from data and is differentiated from data in that it is useful. From a practical point of view, data is a set of raw observations, and information is something useful extracted or inferred from the observations. Information is used to construct knowledge, while wisdom is defined in terms of knowledge. The relationship between these four concepts is depicted in Fig. 1, where the upper concepts are more meaningful and useful than the lower concepts. If information is poorly extracted from data, then it will harm the quality of knowledge and eventually harm the quality of wisdom. Therefore, it is important to develop an effective method for information extraction.

Time can be defined as a measure in which events can be ordered from the past through the present into the future, and also, as the measure of the durations of events and the intervals between them [2]. Based on the definition of information and the definition of time, temporal information can be defined as information that can be used to order events and to measure the durations or intervals of events. It is obvious that, to order the events or to measure the durations of the events, it is necessary to take the information about the events into account. That is, the temporal information includes not only the temporal points and durations, but also the information about the events themselves. Furthermore, it is also necessary to consider the relation between the temporal points (or durations) and the events, because such relation has a crucial role for ordering the events or measuring the durations or intervals of the events.
To make a concept of temporal information easier to understand, Fig. 2 shows simple examples of them. A green shape with a dashed line means a time information (i.e., temporal points or duration), an orange shape with a solid line means an event, a double-headed arrow means a temporal relationship between other entities, and an underscored word (or phrase) means a connective which is in the temporal perspective. At the first example, a verb 'study' and an adverb phrase 'three days' can be event and time information on the given sentence, respectively. A connective ‘for’ has a role to make a temporal relationship that the 'study' event will be continued during 'three days'. On the other example, there are two events—a verb 'eats' and a noun phrase 'the final exam'—and a temporal relationship between them derived from a connective ‘after’. This relationship means that the 'eats' event will be started after another event.

Formally, temporal information can be represented as \( \{T, E, R\} \), where \( T \) denotes the temporal points, durations or intervals, \( E \) means the events, and \( R \) represents the temporal relation. The relation \( R \) can be either of \( R_{TT}, R_{EE}, \) or \( R_{TE} \), where \( R_{TT} \) denotes the relation between two temporal points (or durations), \( R_{EE} \) denotes the relation between two events, and \( R_{TE} \) denotes the relation between a temporal point (or duration) and an event. Of course, there can be situations when there is no relation even though there are some \( T \) and \( E \).

2.2 Temporal Information Representation

Temporal information appears in raw text through *temporal expression* and *event expression*. Event expression is used to represent the events, while temporal expression is used to denote the temporal
points, durations, and intervals.

[3] suggested that there are three forms of temporal expression: an explicit reference, an indexical reference, and a vague reference. The form of explicit reference directly represents the value of temporal information (e.g., 'April 4', 'March 8, 1983'), while the form of indexical reference indirectly represents the value by relative expressions (e.g., 'three months later', 'yesterday'). The form of vague reference represents ambiguous temporal information (e.g., 'early 1990s', 'about three months'). Meanwhile, [4] suggested that there are three forms of temporal information representation: an explicit reference, an implicit reference, and a relative reference. The explicit reference is same as the explicit reference of [3], while the indexical reference of [3] seems that it contains the implicit reference and relative reference of [4]. The vague reference is absent in the proposed forms of [4].

In this paper, five reference forms are defined: explicit reference, implicit reference, relative reference, vague reference, and non-consuming reference.

- The form of explicit reference directly represents the value of temporal information (e.g., 'March 8', '2000.08.12'). This form was first mentioned in the fifth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-5) [5].
- The form of implicit reference represents a period or a time point that is known by the public without containing any explicit value of temporal information (e.g., 'the Japanese colonial period', 'Middle Ages'). This form can be divided into two subforms, a global implicit reference and a local implicit reference. The global implicit reference includes temporal expressions that are supposed to be known to the general public, such as 'Middle Ages', 'glacial epoch', and 'the Roman Era'. The local implicit reference includes temporal expressions that are supposed to be known to readers. For example, if a document has two sentences “Hoyeon was born 1986.” and “When she was born, the building was established.”, then the readers know the value of the expression ‘When she was born’ which can be inferred by considering the first sentence. The difference between the global implicit reference and the local implicit reference is that the normalized value of the global implicit reference is obtained from a common-sense or external KB, while the normalized value of the local implicit reference is obtained from the information within the corresponding document.
- The form of relative reference represents expressions that can be used to infer the value (e.g., ‘two weeks ago’). This form was first mentioned in MUC-7 [5].
- The form of vague reference represents ambiguous temporal information (e.g., ‘early 1990s’).
- The form of non-consuming reference represents temporal information that is not observable in the text, but it is assumed to be provided in other ways. For example, when a document is written on October 12 but this is not explicitly written in the document, then the Document Creation Time (e.g., ‘October 12’) can be given as meta-data. There are several kinds of such meta-data including Document Creation Time, Document Modification Time, Document Access Time, and others.

A temporal expression takes one of the above five forms, so it is necessary to convert it into a more structured template in order to use it for further applications. Given the sentence “Hoyeon and Younseo had breakfast at 9 o’clock”, there is the temporal expression ‘9 o’clock’ which should be converted into a structured form comprehensible by the computers. The structured form must represent the extent, value, and any additional information in the temporal expression. The extent is used to describe the position of the temporal expression in the raw text. For example, the position of the temporal expression ‘9시 [9 si]’ can be represented by indicating offset boundaries, where the offset boundary can be represented using a
token index or a character index. The value of the temporal expression is used to represent the temporal points (e.g., ‘2010-03-08’) or periods (e.g., ‘3 months’, ‘2 days’). It is worth noting that the same value can be represented by various expressions in text. For example, the temporal expressions ‘9 o’clock’ and ‘9:00AM’ denote the same value. This is the reason that temporal expressions must be converted into structured forms. The structured form should have a way of representing other information, such as temporal patterns (e.g., ‘two times a week’), indication of the temporal information type (e.g., DATE, TIME, DURATION), and indication of whether the temporal information is vague or not.

It is also necessary to convert the event expression into a structured template. For the sentence “Younseo eats a cookie.”, there is the event expression ‘eats’, where its structured form must represent the extent, the class, and some additional information of the event expression. The extent is used to describe the position of the event expression in the raw text. The class is used to represent the type of event. For example, the event expression ‘eats’ is the behavioral event experienced by ‘Younseo’, so the type of the event expression can be denoted as OCCURRENCE. The structured form of event expression should have a way to represent other information, such as polarity of the event, tense of the event expression, and so on.

Based on structured forms of temporal expression and event expression, a structured temporal relation between them can be generated. The relation must have two corresponding arguments and a relation type. For the sentence “Younseo eats a cookie at 9 o’clock.”, the two arguments of the relation are ‘9 o’clock’ and ‘eats’, and its relation type can be denoted as INCLUDES, so it means that the event ‘eats’ occurs at ‘9 o’clock’. The structured forms of temporal information must convey the core information of the temporal expression, the event expression, and the relation. Because the structured forms will be used in further applications, it is important to design forms that are effective and efficient. A package of structured forms is called annotation language, because it is used to annotate the raw text.

2.3 Temporal Information Extraction

As described earlier, for further application, temporal information must be converted into a structured form comprehensible by computers. The conversion process is a task of temporal information extraction. Because temporal information is useful for many applications, it is important to develop effective methods for extraction of temporal information.

The task of temporal information extraction strongly depends on the annotation language, because it will not be possible to extract temporal information that is not defined by the annotation language. In other words, the task can be defined as extraction of all the temporal information defined by the annotation language, but the task cannot be extraction of temporal information not defined by the annotation language. Different applications may adopt different parts of the temporal information, and they may introduce additions to the annotation language in order to achieve their final goals. As the annotation languages may not consider some language-specific characteristics, it will be necessary to revise the annotation languages to apply them to a target language.

The task of temporal information extraction is part of a larger application (e.g., QA systems, IR systems), so it is important to clarify the boundary of the task of temporal information extraction. Recall that the definition of temporal information is “information that can be used to order events or to measure the durations or intervals of events”. The events can be related to other tasks, such as spatial information extraction, subject-predicate-object (SPO) extraction, or sentiment prediction. That implies that the same
information might be extracted in more than one task, which may harm the overall efficiency of the application. Thus, it is important to set an appropriate boundary of the task of temporal information extraction.

There are three main approaches to the task of temporal information extraction: rule-based, data-driven, and hybrid. The rule-based approach is to define a set of rules, while the data-driven approach is to design an algorithm and define a set of features. The hybrid approach combines the rule-based approach and the data-driven approach. It is important to determine which approach will be used for extracting which part of the temporal information.

3. Task Boundary

Although there have been many studies related to the task of temporal information extraction, most of them did not clearly define their task boundaries. In this section, a structured way of describing the task boundary for temporal information extraction is proposed.

The task boundary of temporal information extraction can be determined using three sub-boundaries: a boundary of temporal expressions, a boundary of event expressions, and a boundary of temporal relations. As defined earlier, there are five forms of temporal expressions: explicit reference, implicit reference, relative reference, vague reference, and non-consuming reference. The boundary of temporal expressions is used to indicate the forms of the temporal expressions that are supposed to be extracted. If a desired system of temporal information extraction has the boundary of explicit reference, then the desired system will give only the temporal information derived from the temporal expressions taking the form of explicit reference. The event expressions are typically verbs or nouns. The boundary of event expressions indicates which one (e.g., verbs, nouns, or both) to extract. There are three kinds of boundary of temporal relations: a kind boundary, a text boundary, and a transitivity boundary. The kind boundary can contain at least one of three kinds: temporal links, subordinated links, and aspectual links. The temporal links are usually annotated by a \texttt{tlink} tag. The \texttt{tlink} tag can be either of \texttt{timex3-timex3 link} (\texttt{TT tlink}), \texttt{timex3-makeinstance link} (\texttt{TM tlink}), \texttt{makeinstance-makeinstance link} (\texttt{MM tlink}), or a link between Document Creation Time and \texttt{makeinstance} (\texttt{DM tlink}). The subordinated links are usually annotated by a \texttt{slink} tag, while the aspectual links are typically annotated by an \texttt{alink} tag.

The second kind of temporal relation, namely the text boundary, indicates how many sentences/paragraphs/documents to consider for temporal relation extraction. For example, the temporal relation can be extracted for each sentence independently, or it can be extracted by considering two or more adjacent sentences. The text boundary can be one among the following options: single sentence, multiple sentences, single paragraph, multiple paragraphs, single document, or multiple documents. The local implicit reference of temporal expressions requires consideration of the temporal information obtained from all sentences that appeared before the target sentence, so one may argue that the text boundary always must be the single document when the boundary of temporal expressions contains the local implicit reference. However, the text boundary indicates whether the inter-sentence temporal relations are allowed or not, while the local implicit reference is just about the normalized values of temporal expressions, not about the inter-sentence temporal relations. Thus, the text boundary is independent of the boundary of temporal expressions.

The third kind of temporal relation, namely the transitivity boundary, indicates whether the transitivity in Allen’s interval algebra is adopted or not, and indicates how many sentences will be processed with the
transitivity. The transitivity boundary is determined to one of the following options: none, single sentence, multiple sentences, single paragraph, multiple paragraphs, single document, or multiple documents. If the transitivity boundary is ‘none’, then there will be no temporal relations inferred using the transitivity in Allen’s interval algebra. If the transitivity boundary is ‘single sentence’, then the transitivity will be applied to each sentence independently. For example, when the event $e_1$ occurred when time $t_1$, and the event $e_2$ occurred before $t_1$, then it can be inferred that $e_2$ occurred before $e_1$, although there is no expression representing the relation between $e_1$ and $e_2$. If the transitivity boundary is larger than ‘single sentence’ (e.g., multiple sentences, single document), then there will be more temporal relations inferred using transitivity. Thus, it is necessary to determine the transitivity boundary carefully. When the transitivity boundary is either ‘none’ or ‘single sentence’, and the text boundary is ‘multiple sentences’ or larger boundary, then only explicit inter-sentence temporal relations will be extracted. That is, the inter-sentence temporal relations will be extracted only when there is at least one explicit temporal expression (e.g., ‘그 후 [Geu hoo]’ (thereafter)). For example, if there are two sentences “He opened the door and came in.” and “Thereafter, he slept.”, then the inter-sentence temporal relation must be the linkage between the event ‘came in’ and the event ‘slept’. If the transitivity boundary is two sentences (multiple sentences), then there will be one more inter-sentence temporal relation between ‘opened’ and ‘slept’. When the kind boundary contains temporal links (e.g., $tlink$ tags), it is also necessary to consider the types of $tlink$ tags (e.g., TT $tlink$, TM $tlink$, etc.). This is called a transitivity boundary for types of temporal links.

### Table 1. Summary of the task boundary of temporal information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task boundary</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporal expressions (multiple choice)</td>
<td>Explicit reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit reference (i.e., global implicit reference, local implicit reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vague reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-consuming reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event expressions</td>
<td>Verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both of verbs and nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal relations</td>
<td>Temporal links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind boundary (multiple choice)</td>
<td>Subordinated links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspectual links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text boundary</td>
<td>Single sentence/multiple sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single paragraph/multiple paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single document/multiple documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity boundary</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single sentence/multiple sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single paragraph/multiple paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single document/multiple documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity boundary for types of temporal links</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(only available when kind boundary contains</td>
<td>TT $tlink$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal links)</td>
<td>TM $tlink$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MM $tlink$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DM $tlink$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To summarize, the boundary of temporal information can be summarized in Table 1. It is important to determine these sub-boundaries of temporal information before starting development of a system for extraction of temporal information.

4. History of Annotation Languages and Shared Tasks

The history of annotation languages and shared tasks can be summarized as shown in Fig. 3, where the orange dots represent the annotation languages and the blue dots denote the shared tasks. One notable thing is the appearance of Time Mark-up Language (TimeML) in 2003, which became the basis for many studies on extraction of temporal information. From 2007 to 2013, TempEval, which is a series of shared tasks, triggered many studies because it provided a high-quality dataset constructed using TimeML. The standardized version of TimeML, namely ISO-TimeML, appeared in 2009, and was revised in 2012. Between 2009 and 2011, some variations of TimeML were proposed as adaptations to particular languages (e.g., Korean, Italian).

Fig. 3. History of annotation languages and shared tasks.

4.1 Shared Tasks

There were several shared tasks intended to develop systems for temporal information extraction from text. In the MUC-5 which was held in 1993, where there was a sub-task of assigning a calendrical time to a joint venture event [6]. At MUC-6 which was held in 1995, there was a sub-task of extraction of absolute temporal value as a part of the general task of Named Entity (NE) extraction [7]. The NE extraction task included the tag elements: enamex (for entity names, comprising organizations, persons, and locations), timex (for temporal expressions, namely direct mentions of dates and times), and numex (for number expressions, consisting only of direct mentions of currency values and percentages). As the proportion of timex tags in the test set was only 10%, the temporal information extraction was not the main part of the NE extraction task. The next relevant conference was held in 1998, namely MUC-7, extended the boundary of the sub-task to the extraction of relative temporal value [8].
In the field of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT), the task of temporal information extraction became important because topic tracking is strongly related to the task of finding temporal relations between events. Since the shared task TDT-2 in 1998, there have been studies about extracting temporal information and applying it to final goals [9-11].

Based on TimeML, a series of shared tasks appeared, namely TempEval. The TempEval-1 was held as a task 15 of SemEval in 2007 [12], where it provided a dataset TimeBank constructed using the TimeML. There are three sub-tasks in TempEval-1: (1) the extraction of events and relations between them, (2) the extraction of events and relations with Document Creation Time, and (3) the extraction of temporal relations between major events in different sentences.

Also, in 2007, Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) opened recognition tasks related to the temporal information processing: the extraction of temporal expressions and events. These tasks have structures quite different from those of TempEval-1. For example, ACE 2007 has eight event types: life, movement, transaction, business, conflict, contact, personnel, and justice, which are completely different from those of TimeML.

The TempEval-2 was held as task 13 of SemEval in 2010 [13], where it provided datasets for six languages: Chinese, English, French, Italian, Spanish, and Korean. There are six sub-tasks in TempEval-2: (1) the extraction of timex3 tags and their attributes, (2) the extraction of event tags and the attributes of makeinstance tags, (3) the extraction of temporal relations between makeinstance and timex3 within the same sentence, (4) the extraction of temporal relations between makeinstance and Document Creation Time, (5) the extraction of temporal relations between major makeinstance tags of adjacent sentences, and (6) the extraction of temporal relations between two makeinstance tags.

TempEval-3 was held as a task 1 of SemEval in 2013 [14], where it provided datasets for English and Spanish. There are five sub-tasks in TempEval-3: (1) the extraction of timex3 tags and their attributes, (2) the extraction of event tags and the attributes of makeinstance tags, (3) the extraction of all the tags from the texts, (4) the extraction of temporal relations given the correct timex3, event, and makeinstance tags, and (5) the extraction of temporal relation types given the correct argument pairs. In TempEval-3, for the task of extraction of timex3, the best performance was 77.61% (F1-measure) achieved by HeidelTime-t [15], which is a rule-based system. For the task of extraction of event and makeinstance tags, the best performance was 81.05% (F1-measure), and was achieved by ATT-1 [16] utilizing Maximum Entropy. For the task of extraction of tlink tags given correct other tags, the best performance was 36.26% (F1-measure) achieved by ClearTK-2 [17], using support vector machine (SVM) [18,19] and Logit. For the task of extraction of tlink tags without correct other tags, the best performance was 30.98% (F1-measure), achieved by ClearTK-2. As the state-of-the-art performance of temporal information extraction is not satisfactory, many researchers have kept trying to achieve better performance on this task.

There are shared tasks of temporal information extraction in the medical field. The Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) offered a natural language processing (NLP) challenge in 2012 [20]. The goal of the i2b2 shared task was to develop a system for extracting temporal information from the discharge summaries of hospitals, where the temporal information is represented in a way similar to that for TimeML (e.g., timex3, event, tlink). The tlink tag of i2b2 has only three relation types: BEFORE, AFTER, and OVERLAP. Another shared task in the medical field is Clinical TempEval which was held as a task 6 of SemEval in 2015 [21], for which the goal was to develop a system for extracting temporal information from clinical texts. The temporal information was annotated with a new annotation language.
modified from TimeML, because the temporal information in the medical field has some characteristics different from the general temporal information defined by the traditional TimeML.

4.2 Annotation Languages

As the task of temporal information extraction has become more important for many applications (e.g., QA systems, IR systems), it also has become important to design a language for annotating or representing temporal information. In TIDES (Translingual Information Detection, Extraction, and Summarization) supported by DARPA, introduced a timex2 guideline [22] in 2000, in which the temporal values are represented in ISO-8601 [23]. Since then, timex2 has evolved through several versions from 2001 to 2005. Similar to timex, the timex2 is based on in-line annotation. Based on the TIDES timex2 guideline, there was a task of extraction of temporal information in ACE program in 2004, where the task includes the extraction of temporal expressions and prediction of temporal values.

TimeML was introduced as a new well-organized annotation language in 2003 [24]. It was mainly based on three previous works: TIDES timex2 guideline, Sheffield Temporal Annotation Guidelines (STAG) [5], and another emerging work [25]. The TimeML was the first stable annotation language that incorporated temporal expressions, event expressions, and temporal relations.

As more studies appeared based on the TimeML, a standardized version of it, namely ISO-TimeML [26], was proposed in 2009, and revised in 2012. The ISO-TimeML has many parts in common with TimeML, but also has some additional tags and attributes. Many studies were based on the traditional TimeML adopted by the TempEval series, so the TimeML is the de facto standard while the ISO-TimeML is the de jure standard. To achieve generalization, the ISO-TimeML allows for modification of some parts of it, based on some language-specific characteristics. In [27], the Italian TimeML (It-TimeML), which is based on the ISO-TimeML was proposed, and it demonstrated the reliability of the It-TimeML guidelines and specifications based on the inter-coder agreement. The TimeML and ISO-TimeML might be stable and well organized, but language diversity was not well considered. For example, it was assumed that annotation is performed at a token level, which is not acceptable for some languages (e.g., Korean, Chinese). To overcome this limitation, Korean TimeML (KTimeML) was proposed as a new annotation language for Korean in 2009 [28]. It might be a solution to the limitation, but it has its own limitations. In [29], the limitations of the KTimeML are described, and a new revised version of KTimeML is proposed to address the limitations.

5. Temporal Information Extraction Methods

Because documents typically contain temporal information, many researchers have been attracted to developing systems for extracting such information from text. In 1972, a formal model for temporal references was presented [30]. In this study, a specific time was represented as an ordered pair whose elements are time points, so the temporal reference could be seen as a temporal relation between two time points. A better-structured definition of temporal relation was proposed in 1983 [31], of which the proposed 13 relation types are summarized in Table 2. Here, 13 relation types could represent every temporal relation between events, and it provided motivation for many additional studies related to temporal relation extraction.
Table 2. The Allen’s 13 base temporal relations [31]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X &lt; Y</td>
<td>X takes place before Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y &gt; X</td>
<td>Y takes place after X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X m Y</td>
<td>X meets Y (X ends with beginning of Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y m Y</td>
<td>X meets Y (inversed notation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X o Y</td>
<td>X overlaps with Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y o Y</td>
<td>X overlaps with Y (inversed notation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X s Y</td>
<td>X starts Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y s Y</td>
<td>X starts Y (inversed notation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X d Y</td>
<td>X during Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y d Y</td>
<td>X during Y (inversed notation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X f Y</td>
<td>X finishes Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y f Y</td>
<td>X finishes Y (inversed notation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = Y</td>
<td>X is equal to Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the appearance of Allen’s 13 temporal relations, there have been studies that were mainly based on linguistic assumptions or manually defined constraints. [32] utilized Narrative convention which is an assumption that the events of the current sentence must have occurred after the events of previous sentences. This assumption is simple, but can be effective for particular domains (e.g., stories). [33] proposed a manually defined set of rules to order the sequence of clause pairs. In [34] a new system for ordering events was proposed by analyzing the tense of the events. [35] used a linguistic model to incorporate temporal information for representing events. [36] extended the work of [33] by adding additional rules for ordering events in ambiguous cases. [37] analyzed how the compositionality affects the interpretation of temporal information, especially in the case of subordinated events. [38] proposed a method to label events with time periods based on TOODOR [39]. This method represented time values using eight units (e.g., day, century), while the time periods were represented by three types (e.g., time point, time interval, and span of time). The proposed method employed syntactic/semantic parsers, and used a set of rules for labeling the events. All of these studies commonly aimed at developing systems for ordering events by extracting the temporal information, where the proposed methods were mainly assumptions or constraints that were manually defined, based on linguistic knowledge or observations from the texts.

5.1 From TIMEX2 Scheme

Since the appearance of the TIDES timex2 guideline in 2001, it became easier to generate/share a dataset because the guideline helped the datasets be consistent. This eventually led researchers to attempt to apply not only rules or linguistic constraints, but also machine-learning methods and mathematical models. In [40,41], systems for extracting relative temporal expressions and temporal relations between the events were proposed. They defined lexical rules by hand, and extended the rules automatically by a machine-learning method. In [3], it was assumed that there are three types of temporal expressions: explicit reference, indexical reference, and vague reference. The temporal expressions were extracted using finite state transducer (FST), and the event expressions were extracted using rules. The temporal relations were recognized as one of seven relation types (e.g., BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDE, AT). [9] proposed a method...
for extracting temporal information for TDT. The temporal expression candidates were extracted using finite state automata (FSA), and some of them were filtered out using a predefined dictionary. The absolute values of the recognized temporal expressions were extracted using a lexicon set and a set of rules.

5.2 From TimeML Scheme

Since TimeML appeared in 2003, some studies proposed annotation tools based on it, and some studies reported several limitations of TimeML and insisted that the TimeML should be changed. [42] explained how the TimeML was designed, and described some challenging issues and directions for future study. Two annotation tools, TANGO [43] and Callisto [44], were proposed that followed TimeML. [45] suggested adding a new tag CLINK to the TimeML. This study also insisted that there must be a function for denoting arguments in event tag. In [46], a tool for annotating temporal information was proposed, namely T-BOX, where the annotation was based on the TimeML. This presents events in temporal order. For example, when the event $e_1$ occurs before event $e_2$, then $e_1$ is shown to the left of $e_2$. Meanwhile, as the size of the cumulated dataset got larger, more studies attempted to use various machine-learning methods. Evita (Events In Text Analyzer) was proposed in [47], and was developed using the TARSQI framework [48]. Evita combines a statistical method and a set of rules to extract events and attributes (e.g., tense, aspect, modality, polarity, event class). In [49], a method for extracting temporal information from Chinese text was proposed. It defined a set of rules and utilized a chart-parsing based on constraints. [50] proposed a method for extracting temporal information from Swedish texts, and used the extracted temporal information to generate animated 3D scenes. It utilized finite state machine (FSM) and rules for extracting temporal expressions and event expressions. The temporal relations between events were extracted using decision trees (DT).

5.3 From TempEval and TempEval-2 Shared Tasks

Since TempEval, which is the well-known series of shared tasks, emerged in 2007, many studies mainly aimed at one or more sub-tasks defined by the TempEval. The publicly available dataset, namely TimeBank, was provided by TempEval. In [51], a method for extracting temporal relations between two events was proposed. It had two stages: (1) a machine-learning model for classifying event attributes (i.e., tense, aspect, modality, polarity, and event class), and (2) a machine-learning model for classifying the relation types between two events. It used TimeBank for experiments, and reported that Naive Bayes (NB) generally gives better performance than maximum entropy (ME). [52] proposed a method focused on the extraction of temporal expressions. It adopted the method of begin-inside-outside (BIO) tags, which are independent of the lengths of text segments. Poveda’s method utilized TnT tagger [53] and YamCha toolkit [54], and compared the performance of SVM and FOIL (first-order inductive learner). It was reported that SVM generally gave better performance. In [55], a method for resolving conflicts between temporal relations was proposed. It used integer linear programming (ILP), and applied the transitivity assumption to generate additional relations or to remove inconsistent relations. After experiments with TimeBank, it was reported that the proposed method increased the performance accuracy by 3.6%. [56] proposed a method for extracting temporal relations between events and/or Document Creation Time. This study utilized Markov logic and defined a set of rules for Markov logic network (MLN).
The TempEval has been held triennially, and the TempEval-2 was held in 2010. During the three years from 2010 to 2012, a huge number of brilliant studies appeared. Many studies attempted to use various machine-learning methods, and some studies were about visualization of temporal information. Few studies provided reviews or surveys about temporal information extraction, and several studies tried to utilize patterns between temporal information and other information (e.g., spatial information). In [57], a new method for extracting events and temporal expressions was proposed. To extract events, it converted the results of TRIPS parser into a logical form, and used a set of rules defined using the logical forms. It also employed MLN to extract major events, and conditional random fields (CRF) for extracting temporal expressions. To predict the absolute temporal values, a set of manually defined rules was used. [58] proposed a system for ordering events and spatial information. It was based on an assumption that temporal information and spatial information appear within a particular distance (e.g., a sentence or paragraph). It first collected Wikipedia featured articles using unstructured information management applications (UIMA) [59], and attempted to extract spatial information using Meta-Carta GeoTagger [60], while the temporal information was extracted using a set of manually defined rules. In [61], a new corpus for the task of extraction of temporal expressions, namely WikiWars, was introduced. The source documents are collected form Wikipedia, and the annotation is performed using \textit{timex2}. HeidelTime was proposed in [15], where it was found to be the best method for extracting temporal expressions in TempEval-2. It is a rule-based system that is portable, because it is based on UIMA. TimeTrails was introduced in [62], where its purpose was to help document analysis by visualizing the extracted temporal/spatial information. For this purpose, HeidelTime was employed to extract temporal information, and MetaCarta GeoTagger was used to extract spatial information. [63] employed Evita [47] and GUTime to extract temporal expressions and event expressions, and then used MLN to extract temporal relations. It also defined temporal entropy (TE) for evaluating the tightness of the extracted information within each document. TIPSem (Temporal Information Processing based on Semantic information) was proposed in [64], where it was one of the best methods in TempEval-2. CRF was used to extract temporal expressions and event expressions. This showed that using the semantic information conveying relations between elements could help with extraction of temporal information. Timely YAGO (T-YAGO) was proposed in [65], and is an extension of YAGO achieved by incorporating temporal aspects. Using this approach, temporal facts were extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes, categories, and lists. The extracted facts were integrated into the KB of T-YAGO.

In [66], a review of the current research trends was provided. This review included a number of applications that could benefit from temporal information, and discussed challenging issues. [67] used the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to extract three types of temporal relations (BEFORE, AFTER, and OVERLAP). This was the first study that employed the EM algorithm for this task. In the E-step, the algorithm finds conflicts between the relations using a set of rules, and it replaces inconsistent relations using the probability values of the clusters, where each cluster is regarded as a relation type. In the M-step, the algorithm applies a smoothed relative-frequency estimate. In [68], PRAVDA was proposed, by which temporal facts could be automatically harvested from web text. For this, a pattern-based approach was used to extract candidate temporal expressions, and a label-propagation approach was employed to compute confidence scores of the candidates. In [69], YAGO2 was proposed. The purpose of this study was to extend the previous YAGO system [70] by incorporating temporal/spatial information. For this purpose, 5-tuple SPOTL (subject, predicate, object, time, and space), an extension from the 3-tuple SPO of YAGO, was used. This method extended KB by extracting the temporal/spatial
information from Wikipedia documents and WordNet [71]. For representation of the temporal information, it followed ISO-8601, while it used GeoNames to represent the spatial information. This showed that temporal/spatial information could be used to help extract facts from text more accurately.

In [72], an extended version of PRAVDA [68] was proposed. This combined the label propagation approach and an integer linear program, which eventually detects noisy events by incorporating temporal constraints among the events. SUTime, proposed in [73], was used for extracting temporal expressions and predicting temporal values. It is a part of the Stanford CoreNLP pipeline. In [74], a system for extracting temporal relations was proposed that took only six types of TimeML: SIMULTANEOUS, BEGINS, ENDS, BEFORE, IBEFORE, and INCLUDES. Herein, it used bootstrapped cross-document classification (BCDC) which takes additional relevant documents selected by the INDRI system [75] to re-train SVM models already trained using other training documents. The EM algorithm of [67] was adopted for extracting temporal relations. It was reported that the BCDC method worked well when the size of the dataset was small, and that the EM algorithm worked well when it was properly initialized. This implies that the proposed system works poorly with a biased dataset. [76] proposed a system for extracting temporal information from Wikipedia documents. It extended [65] by adding some named events to higher-order and first-order facts of T-YAGO. For this, it utilized a set of rules to extract temporal information from infobox, categories, titles, and lists of Wikipedia documents. Its usefulness was demonstrated by experimental results that it extracted 2-3-times more temporal facts and 50-times more events than T-YAGO and YAGO2 [69]. In [77], a survey about temporal information processing was provided. The report first introduced previous studies on information extraction, and described classical work in temporal information extraction and temporal reasoning. This work also provided research issues concerning the task of temporal information extraction, and listed some real-world applications.

5.4 From TempEval-3 Shared Task

As for TempEval-2, there have been many studies since TempEval-3 was held in 2013. Some studies attempted to find a way to effectively apply the temporal information to further applications (e.g., QA systems, KB systems), and few studies tried various machine-learning models as feature-generation models or classifiers. In several studies motivated from i2b2 challenges, systems of temporal information extraction were developed in another domain (e.g., clinical domain).

In [78], a system of temporal information extraction in the clinical domain was proposed. The goal of this study was to extract timex3, event, and tlink tags, from clinical texts. CRF was used to extract event tags, while timex3 tags were extracted using a set of rules. Based on the extracted timex3 and event tags, it extracted some tlink candidates using several rules. The candidates were filtered out using machine-learning methods (e.g., CRF, SVM). Another system in the clinical domain was proposed in [79], where its goal was to extract timex3 tags and event tags from clinical texts. It made use of a set of hand-crafted rules for timex3 extraction, and used the integer quadratic program (IQP) to infer attributes of event tags based on the assumption that the relations between two events might guide the inference procedure to determine the attributes of the other events. [80] proposed a method to predict temporal values from texts, for which it utilized context-free grammar (CFG) and rules. In [81] a system for temporal information extraction from clinical narratives was proposed. Its purpose was to extract timex3 and event tags, which was basically a part of the i2b2 challenges. For this purpose, it employed HeidelTime [15] to
extract general *timex3* tags, and used a CRF-based sequence labeling method to extract domain-specific *timex3* tags and *event* tags.

A survey of temporal IR and related applications was provided in [82]. Although it focused on studies of temporal retrieval, it also discussed the task of temporal information extraction from Web documents. [83] attempted to extract temporal expressions and to find temporal values employing hand-engineered Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG). For this, context information (e.g., Document Creation Time, verb tense) was utilized to find the absolute values of temporal expressions. [84] proposed a system for populating KB by incorporating newly extracted temporal information. [85] proposed a sieve-based temporal ordering method, where the sieve represents a classifier. The sieve-based method is cascade architecture, such that each sieve passes its temporal relation decisions on to the next sieve. It was reported that the most precise sieves were collections of handcrafted rules, and insisted that the reason for this is that the intuition behind the rules is not easily captured by machine-learning models. [86] proposed a system for Korean language, which included a combination of machine-learning models and handcrafted rules. It incorporated a feature-generation model, namely the Language Independent Feature Extractor (LIFE) [87], to generate complementary features to improve the performance of the system.

In SemEval-2017, ‘Task 12: Clinical TemEval’ was held as a shared task for capturing temporal information on the clinical domain [88]. While notes from colon cancer patients had been used for both training and testing in Clinical TempEval 2015 and 2016, the training process used colon cancer patients data and the testing process used brain cancer patients data in Clinical TempEval 2017. [89] proposed a GUIR model that combines CRFs and decision tree ensembles constructed on lexical features (e.g., uppercases, lowercases, prefixes, suffixes, punctuations, stop words, etc.), rule-based features for complex patterns or specific words, and distributional features (e.g., word clusters and word embeddings). [90] proposed Hitachi model that combines CRFs, neural networks and decision tree ensembles trained by lexical features (e.g., n-grams of nearby words, character n-grams, prefixes, suffixes, etc.) and common features (e.g., POS tags, verb tenses, sentence lengths, event/time tokens, number of other event/time mentioned, etc.). [91] proposed KULeuven-LIIR model that combines SVMs for detecting event/time expressions and a structured perceptron for temporal relations. [92] proposed LIMSI-COT model that uses neural network-based methods to detect both intra and inter-sentence relations. As a result of the shared task, in the case of time span extraction, GUIR model showed the best performance with 0.57 F1 score, and in the case of extracting the time span and class together, KULeuven-LIIR model showed the best result with 0.53 F1 score. Although LIMSI-COT model showed relatively low results with the F1 score than others, it had the highest result of recall with 0.66 and 0.63 for each case. These results demonstrate that models considering various rules and grammatical elements are more suitable for finding time spans than others such as neural network-based models.

In SemEval-2018, ‘Task 6: Parsing Time Normalizations’ was held as a shared task related to time information extraction [93]. The purpose of this task is to develop new techniques that allow time normalization based on recognizing semantically compositional time operators. For this task, they presented two tracks—identifying the time operators, and providing time intervals on the timeline. Here, the compositional time operators are underlying the proposed method in previous work [94]. Olex et al. [95] submitted a Chrono model that applies the rule-based approach as primary and a Chrono* model that improves some bugs on their previous model. Their models have captured temporal tokens with temporal expressions or regular expressions for specific words, and connected some consecutive tokens to find temporal phrases.
5.5 Summary

To summarize, many studies focused on either a rule-based approach or a data-driven approach, or both of them. It seems that the most powerful approach for the task of \textit{timex3} tag extraction is the rule-based approach, while the most powerful approach for the task of \textit{event} tag extraction is the data-driven approach. In terms of the task of \textit{link} tag extraction, the data-driven approach seems the best.

Many recent studies attempted to make use of machine-learning methods for the task of temporal information extraction. The features adopted from machine-learning methods can be summarized as follows. To extract \textit{timex3} tags, given a particular window size $W$ surrounding the target token, the features include n-grams of tokens, n-grams of POS tags, the top ontology class of WordNet, the frequencies of the target token, the suffix and prefix, whether n-grams are upper-case or not, whether n-grams are digits or not, whether the first character is upper-case or not, whether the previous token is a temporal expression or not, the head token of the target token, the semantic role label of the target token, and the semantic role labels of subordinated tokens. In particular, the attribute value of \textit{timex3} tag was predicted primarily by a set of rules rather than by machine-learning methods. To extract \textit{event} tags, their features were defined very similarly to \textit{timex3} tags. The attributes of \textit{makeinstance} tags (e.g., \textit{polarity}, \textit{modality}, \textit{tense}) are predicted mainly by a set of rules. To extract \textit{link} tags between \textit{timex3} and \textit{makeinstance}, the features include such items as n-grams of tokens of the argument tags, n-grams of POS tags of the argument tags, whether the two arguments are in the same sentence, the head preposition, and whether there is a temporal expression of interval nearby the \textit{timex3} tag. To extract \textit{link} tags between two \textit{makeinstance} tags, the features include such as n-grams of tokens of the argument tags, n-grams of POS tags of the argument tags, the WordNet synset of the token of each argument, the verbs subordinated by the arguments, the adverbs attached to the verbs if the arguments are verbs, whether the arguments have the same \textit{tense}, whether the arguments have the same \textit{aspect}, a pair of \textit{tense} of the two arguments, a pair of \textit{aspect} of the two arguments, and a pair of \textit{class} of the \textit{event} tags related to the arguments.

As shown above, the defined features are heavily related to linguistic observations, so major effort is required to put a heavy effort to feature engineering process with consideration of language-specific characteristics. Most of the previous studies were focused on the use of English, so it is necessary to investigate the best way to extract temporal information using the Korean language.

6. Research Issues of Temporal Information Extraction

6.1 Perspective on Knowledge

The task of temporal information extraction has several research issues still unresolved. The first issue is the \textit{design of annotation language} for specific purposes. The purpose might be a particular application (e.g., QA system) or a particular language having distinct characteristics that cannot be annotated with the existing annotation languages. It would be better to make the annotation language more general, so that it can be used to annotate any expression conveying temporal information. It should also incorporate language-specific characteristics of the target language. If an annotation language misses some language-specific characteristics, it might harm the performance of applications developed using the poor annotation language. Moreover, if there are some expressions that cannot be annotated with the annotation language,
then such temporal expressions will never be extracted by the system developed using the annotation language. This will eventually cause further applications to be deficient from the missing temporal information. Thus, the annotation language should be carefully designed.

The second issue is the construction of dataset for each language/purpose. Since the TimeML has appeared, there have been several other datasets that could be used for studies of temporal information processing. However, these are mostly English datasets. The datasets of other languages are relatively small and typically have many annotation errors because not enough time was taken by the founders of such datasets to consider completely the characteristics of their target languages. This issue is strongly related to the first issue, because the dataset will be poor without carefully designed annotation language for each target language. If the annotation language incorporates language-specific characteristics and is sufficiently expressive, then a high-quality dataset can be constructed using a part of the annotation language for its own purpose. For different purposes, different parts of the annotation language could be adopted to construct the dataset. For example, if the purpose is to develop an application that simply recognizes temporal expressions, then it will be sufficient that the dataset contains only timex3 tags, without any other tags or attributes. It would be better, of course, if the dataset has all the tags and attributes defined by the annotation language. However, because manual annotation takes a great deal of time, it is necessary to determine which part of the annotation language to use for constructing the dataset, given consideration of the purpose.

The third issue is the temporal context. If the boundary of temporal expressions contains relative reference, then it is necessary to design an algorithm for maintaining the temporal context. Given the two sentences “Tommy was born in 1990.” and “After 10 years, he went to jail.”, it will be difficult to get the value of ‘After 10 years’ without considering the current time in the previous sentence. The current time for each sentence is called its temporal context, and it is not trivial to design an algorithm to maintain the temporal context. The simplest algorithm is just to update the temporal context when there is a temporal expression of explicit reference within the corresponding sentence. The first sentence of the example above has the explicit reference ‘1990’, so the temporal context can be updated to 1990. This algorithm may fail to track the temporal context in some cases. For example, if the two sentences above were followed by the sentence “After 2 years, he was released from the prison.”, then the correct value of ‘After 2 years’ must be 2002. However, the simplest algorithm will give 1992, because there is no explicit reference in the previous sentence, and the value 1990 obtained from the first sentence is the latest temporal context. Although the algorithm has such problems, it works well in most cases because this problem does not happen very often.

The fourth issue is the temporary knowledge-base (TKB). If the boundary of temporal expressions contains local implicit reference, then it is necessary to design a method for maintaining the TKB. For the two sentences “Tommy was born 1990.” and “He went to jail when he was 10 years old.”, it is impossible to infer the value of ‘when he was 10 years old’ without using the temporal information extracted from the first sentence. This is different from the temporal context, because this case requires a kind of semantic reasoning. For example, it is required to know that the value of ‘when he was 10 years old’ can be computed based on the knowledge of when the event ‘born’ happened in the first sentence. Thus, such knowledge extracted from the local implicit reference must be maintained. The collection of the knowledge is defined as the TKB, where TKB can be maintained per paragraph, document, or even corpus. In most case, TKB will be maintained per document. The cost of maintenance of TKB per document will be expensive, so it will be beneficial to develop an efficient TKB.
The tenth issue is the external knowledge-base (EKB). If the boundary of temporal expressions contains global implicit reference, then it is necessary to design a method for communicating with an EKB. For the sentence "During the Koryo Dynasty, the ancestors developed it.", it is impossible to obtain the value of 'the Koryo Dynasty' without using some external resources (e.g., KB). Such a KB is defined as an EKB, as it essentially does not belong within the boundary of temporal information extraction.

6.2 Perspective on Development

The first issue is the development of annotation tools. This issue is related to the second issue, because the annotation tools are supposed to be used to construct the datasets. This is also related to the first issue, because it must be determined which annotation language to use before development of the annotation tools is started. Given a particular annotation language, the annotation tools must satisfy three requirements. First, it should provide ways to annotate all the tags and attributes defined by the annotation language. Second, it should be easy for the annotators to use. This is about the interactions between humans and the tools. Third, it should be able to generate annotated files with at least one well-known format (e.g., XML format, JSON format). Well-developed annotation tools satisfying these requirements will make construction of datasets easier and faster.

The second issue is the system structure. As the task of temporal information extraction can be divided into several sub-tasks, it is necessary to determine how to design the structure of the system. For example, if the system has three sub-tasks: extraction of temporal expressions, extraction of event expressions, and extraction of temporal relations, then the system might have a cascade structure that conducts the three sub-tasks in order. Several factors must be considered in the design of the system structure. Some sub-tasks may be performed concurrently, and some sub-tasks may not be performed without the results from other particular sub-tasks. Some sub-tasks may benefit from the results of other sub-tasks. Furthermore, the system may require preprocessing (e.g., language analytic tools) or post-processing (e.g., result formatting). Thus, it is necessary to design the system structure with consideration of such factors.

The third issue is the investigation of usefulness of various feature generators. Given the text, raw features—e.g., part-of-speech (POS) tags, Named Entity (NE) tags, dependency structures—can be generated. Based on the raw features, higher-level features can be derived. For example, given a pair of two morphemes with their POS tags, a high-level feature could be an indication of whether their POS tags are the same or not. Because manual feature-engineering requires a great deal of time, several automatic feature generators were proposed, such as tree-kernel functions, deep neural networks, and probabilistic topic models. The tree-kernel functions require dependency parsing as preprocessing and are known to convey syntactic patterns of the text, so it could be useful for relation extraction. The deep neural networks and topic models typically do not require linguistic knowledge, and they generate real-valued vectors or integer values as features. They are known to convey semantic features or semantic/syntactic features. Other feature generation methods could also be considered.

The fourth issue is the inter-sentence temporal relation extraction. Many studies of temporal information extraction were focused on extraction from each sentence independently. That is, the text boundary of these studies is a 'single sentence'. If the text boundary is larger than 'single sentence' (e.g., multiple sentences), then it is necessary to find a way to extract inter-sentence temporal relations. In such cases, it should be determined whether implicit inter-sentence relations (e.g., the relations inferred by transitivity) are extracted or not.
6.3 Other Perspectives

The first issue is the investigation of ways for achieving high performance for each sub-task. The task of temporal information extraction can be divided into several sub-tasks, and the best methods for the different sub-tasks will be different. Thus, it is necessary to find the best method for each sub-task. According to state-of-the-art research trends, a rule-based approach is best for extraction of temporal expressions, while a machine-learning approach is best for extraction of event expressions. For each approach, it is also necessary to find the most effective algorithm or model. For example, even if the rule-based approach turns out to be the best for a particular sub-task, it is still required to find the best set of rules. Similarly, in terms of the machine-learning approach, it is still necessary to find the best specific machine-learning model. This issue also includes the parameter settings of the models.

The second issue is the harmony with other tasks. Temporal information is probably combined with the results of some other tasks, such as spatial information extraction, co-reference resolution, or semantic role labeling. This issue might seem that it is not about the task of temporal information extraction, but there might be redundancy among the tasks unless this issue is considered. For example, if one uses the results of the task of semantic role labeling to help the task of temporal information extraction, then some of the predicted semantic roles might be the same as some of the extracted event expressions. Thus, it is necessary to find a way to avoid such redundancy, and to apply the semantic role labels effectively to the system of temporal information extraction.

The third issue is the contradiction resolution of temporal relations. There could be contradiction among the extracted temporal relations. For example, if event $e_1$ occurred before event $e_2$, and $e_2$ occurred before event $e_3$, then it is contradiction when there is a temporal relation in which event $e_3$ occurred before $e_1$. This may happen often when the text boundary is greater than or equal to multiple sentences.

The fourth issue is the definition of task boundary structure. Although there were many studies about the task of temporal information extraction, there was no clear definition about the structure of the task boundary. Most of the existing studies relied heavily on the task definition provided by shared tasks (e.g., TempEval), but such task definition misses some aspects of the temporal information to be extracted. For example, the TempEval does not take transitivity into account as a task boundary, and the transitivity can be a serious factor for the temporal relation extraction.

The fifth issue is the time zone. Given a question “When a plane took off from the Incheon airport (South Korea) at 8:00AM and landed in Shanghai (China) at 9:00AM, what is the flight time?”, the QA system will give the answer ‘1 hour’ if it does not consider the time zone. However, the answer is wrong because there is a time lag of an hour between Incheon and Shanghai. To deal with this issue, it will be necessary to investigate a way to incorporate the time zone into the temporal information processing.

7. Evaluation Metrics

When a dataset is annotated, it is necessary to evaluate the quality of the dataset. This is usually performed using Cohen’s Kappa $\kappa$ or Fleiss’s Kappa $\kappa$ [96]. Cohen’s Kappa measures the agreement between two annotators, while Fleiss’s Kappa measures the agreement among three or more annotators. Greater Kappa values indicate that the corresponding dataset is annotated in a more consistent way, which in turn implies that the dataset is more reliable. More details of the Kappa values can be found in [96].
When a system for temporal information extraction is developed, it is necessary to evaluate the system. For the evaluation, the dataset is typically divided into a training set, validation set, and test set, where the validation set is used to find the best parameter setting and the test set is completely unseen until the system is tested. The evaluation could also be performed using other methods such as k-fold cross validation, hold-out cross validation, and leave-one-out cross validation.

When the dataset is prepared, it is necessary to determine which metric to use. There are a number of available metrics such as accuracy, general $F_p$ score, ROC (receiver operating characteristic), and so on. Among the metrics, the most widely used ones are precision, recall, and $F_1$ score, which is computed by a combination of the precision and the recall. The formula of the $F_1$ score is as following Eq. (1).

$$F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$$ (1)

When the dataset is prepared and a particular metric is chosen, there are still several issues that must be considered during the evaluation. First, it must be determined how to evaluate the predicted extent of tags. The tag extent can be evaluated in a strict manner or a soft manner. For the strict manner, only perfectly predicted extents are regarded as correctly predicted tags, while for the soft manner, predicted extents with small errors are also regarded as correctly predicted tags. For the sentence “I will go there tomorrow morning.”, there is one $\text{timex}_3$ tag whose correct extent is ‘tomorrow morning’. If the system predicts that the extent of $\text{timex}_3$ tag is ‘tomorrow’, then it will be regarded as an incorrect prediction by the strict manner. On the other hand, when the soft manner with ‘1 token error’ is employed, then the tag extent ‘tomorrow’ is also regarded as a correct prediction. In most cases, the strict manner is used to measure the tag extents.

Second, it is necessary to determine whether the tag attributes will be evaluated independently or not. If the predicted $\text{timex}_3$ tag has two attributes $\text{type}$ and $\text{value}$, then each attribute can be evaluated independently or evaluated in a sequential manner. The process for the sequential manner is that, given a particular order of attributes, the evaluation of each attribute is performed using only the tags with correctly predicted precedent attributes. For example, when the order of $\text{timex}_3$ attributes is the sequence of extent, $\text{type}$, and $\text{value}$, then the $\text{type}$ prediction is evaluated using only the tags with correctly predicted extents. Thus, the performance of extent prediction will influence the performance of the following attributes (e.g., $\text{type}$ and $\text{value}$).

Third, it must be determined whether the prediction of temporal relation tags (e.g., $\text{tlink}$ tags) is performed using the other correct tags or not, where the other tags are $\text{timex}_3$, $\text{event}$, and $\text{makeinstance}$ tags. Because the temporal relation is a relation between two argument tags, there are two ways to evaluate the relation tags: (1) evaluation given the other correct tags and (2) evaluation given the other predicted tags. It would be best, of course, if both ways were performed.

8. Conclusion

Although the history of the field of temporal information extraction is short, there have been many studies related to this subject. In this paper, studies related to the temporal information extraction are discussed, and summarized in chronological order. The history of annotation languages and shared tasks is described, and some issues about the temporal information (e.g., task boundary, research issues,
evaluation metrics, and applications) are discussed. To summarize the trend of recent research about the temporal information extraction, many studies have been focused on applying various methods to the task of the temporal information extraction, because the size of the datasets to be handled, and machine-learning technologies, are developing rapidly. So far, the rule-based approach seems best for the task of \emph{timex3} extraction, while the data-driven approach (e.g., CRF, SVM) seems best for the task of \emph{event} and the task of \emph{tlink} extraction.

In the future, it will be necessary to develop give an effort to rule/feature engineering in order to improve performance, and other machine-learning models should be designed or investigated. It is also necessary to find a way to combine wisely the rules and the machine-learning models, because the combination may result in synergetic effects.
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